
About Zen Bu Kan

Zen Bu Kan is an iaido dojo of the Muso Jikiden Eishin Ryu lineage located in Salt Lake City, 
Utah. Zen Bu Kan was started by Jules Harris Sensei. Having studied in New York, Harris Sensei 
moved to Utah to study Zen at the renowned Kanzeon Zen Center in Salt Lake City. A scholar, warrior, 
and spiritual leader; Harris Sensei taught without thought of personal gain, only to pass on the lineage. 
He moved back East, to Pennsylvania, to further his spiritual studies. Zen Bu Kan is now led by his 
students Jason Hankins Sensei and Dick Beckstead Sensei. 

More recently, Zen Bu Kan has begun to teach kendo under the direction of Robert Stroud 
Sensei, 7th dan renshi. Stroud Sensei leads a dojo in Boise, Idaho, and serves as a kendo mentor and 
instructor to Zen Bu Kan’s sensei. 

Iaido students at Zen Bu Kan begin by learning the basic fundamentals of iaido. Having learned 
the fundamentals, students then begin to learn the twelve Seitei kata. The Seitei kata are the standard by 
which iaido practitioners (iaidoka) world-wide begin their training and upon which they are tested. 
Eventually, students move on to learn the Omori-Ryu and Muso Jikiden Eishin Ryu kata. 

Zen Bu Kan does not operate for profit and is solely supported by its students at cost. This allows 
the school to keep the price of tuition to a minimum, but it also means that the school is heavily 
dependant upon its students to remain in operation. The students form both the body and the support 
staff of the school. The goal of Zen Bu Kan is simply to pass on the lineage and keep the Japanese 
warrior spirit alive. 



Zen Bu Kan

Zen  禅
Zen refers to the “Eastern philosophy” that is inherent in the art of iaido and the samurai 

tradition. It is the “finger pointing at the moon.” For many samurai, it became a life-changing practice as 
they prepared themselves for the realities of daily life. 

Bu  武
Bu refers to martial training. Interestingly, the Japanese character for bu is actually formed by 

the combination of the characters for tomeru and hook, meaning “prevent conflict.”

Kan  館
Kan means large building or hall.



What is Iaido?

Mention that you are studying iaido to the average person, and you will be met with a blank or 
quizzical look. If you elaborate further and tell them that you are studying the art of the Japanese sword, 
they will typically have visions of movie-style samurai hopping about, chopping at each other with 
flashy, twirly moves

Interesting, yes – but this is not iaido.

Iaido is a modern martial art based on an ancient sword-fighting art. One of the defining 
characteristics of iaido is that the first cut is performed as a part of drawing the sword. The original art, 
often called iaijutsu, was practiced by samurai as a means of honing their skills so that they could more 
effectively deal with opponents in a hostile situation – a situation that could arise anywhere, anytime. 
The modern samurai neither carries a sword at all times nor does he face constant threat of death. 
However, the modern samurai’s opponents are just as real and menacing. 

The modern-day practitioner of iaido (iaidoka) is not seeking to slay an external opponent. 
Instead, he is seeking to “cut away” hindrances or obstacles in himself. 

“It is true that classical budo affirms the existence of struggle and, at the same time,  
denies it. This is explained when it is understood that there is no external enemy. Only 
the internal enemy, the ego-self, that exist is to be ‘combated,’ ‘cut down,’ and ‘slain.’”

Thus, when we take up the sword, we turn the edge not toward a foe outside of ourselves, but 
instead toward ourselves. We attempt to cut down our own ego, our own mindset, our own fears. 

It has been said that the practice of iaido will “bring out where you are stuck.” That is to say, if 
you are aggressive, angry, self-critical, haughty, or scattered in your thoughts, it will be brought out in 
your actions. Through the practice of iaido, we seek to overcome these traits, to visualize them as an 
opponent and overcome. 

So, what is iaido?

Iaido is a road to perfecting the self, a way to identify what demons lie within and to eliminate 
them. It is a way to quiet the mind and to control both our bodies and our energy. It is a means to touch 
the moment – to focus on what is immediately important and to forget what is fleeting. 

When we seek to control ourselves, to overcome our obstacles, and to become “unstuck”, we 
take up the sword as iaidoka – not to cut down another, but to cut down ourselves; not to lose, but to win 
through self-perfection. 



Characters for “IAIDO” and their significance

I  居
Literally, “to exist”, the Japanese character for i may be roughly translated as the ability of one, 

having complete control over the mind and body, to adapt to any situation. Such control being the fruits 
of arduous discipline and training of body and mind to the point that one reaches satori (enlightenment). 
In more general terms, i refers to the physical manifestations and adaptability of the mind and body in 
purposeful action. 

AI  合
Literally, “fit” or “join”, the character for ai is symbolic of the harmonious fluidity and 

responsive mental set that is characterized by the enlightened mind. The mind, devoid of fear, hate, 
negative emotion, and distracting thoughts, is no longer controlled by the whims of environment and 
circumstance. In such a psychic state, mind, body, and environment are no longer separate but are one. 
As such, the mind is free from suki (stopping places) and the body and mind are joined together, able to 
flow and adapt from moment to moment. The possessor of such a mind is then at harmony with all that 
surrounds him, regardless of the situation. 

DO  道
Literally, “path”, “journey”, “teachings”, the character for do signifies the path that is chosen in 

life to be followed as a means of self-cultivation. It is following the do without abandon that ultimately 
leads us to self-realization and the state of being represented by the first two ideograms: i and ai.

So, the characters for iai may be loosely translated as “the ability to fit harmoniously, both in 
body and mind, into any situation.” And, do is the path to that ability. 



The samurai sword

The sword was considered the “soul” of the samurai and carries its own particular mystique. 
Subsequently, there are certain things a student should keep in mind when studying iaido. 

A samurai often considered his sword to be a living entity with its own soul. His sword was often 
his closest friend and most trusted ally. This is understandable, given that how he worked with his sword 
was often the determining factor in a life and death battle!

This reverence is carried through into modern iaido. A practitioner’s sword, whether a wooden 
bokken, custom iaito, or genuine Japanese forged katana, is its own entity. A practitioner should take 
pride in his or her sword. No matter what its condition or construction, the sword is unique, and more 
importantly, belongs to the practitioner. A sword is the tool that he or she will be using to cut through 
the barriers and make progress in personal development. 

Basic sword etiquette

First, a student should NEVER touch another person’s weapon without getting permission first. 
This is not only rude, but was essentially asking for a duel in the time of the samurai. Touching another 
samurai’s sword, or worse, drawing it without permission, was a high insult. If you allow another 
student to inspect your sword, you may do so in two ways: either draw it first and hand it to them while 
holding it at the very bottom of the handle (tsuka), with the cutting edge (ha) facing you; or offer the 
sword in its sheath (saya) by holding the sword horizontal, cutting edge facing you, with arms extended 
(as if in a standing bow). Do not hand a sword to someone with cutting edge facing them because that 
can be dangerous and is considered insulting.

When viewing a sword, the blade of a sword should not be touched with bare hands. On a steel 
blade, this will ultimately cause rusting and other damage because of the oil from the skin. Although 
wood will not rust, and practice weapons are often made of rust-resistant alloys, it is a good habit to 
develop. 

It is also considered rude and unlucky to step over a sword that is lying on the ground. Rather, 
walk around the sword, or move it (if it is yours) so that it is not in a position to be stepped over. 

All bowing and reverence to the sword should be taken seriously, even if the sword is wooden. 
Again, the sword that a student owns is very personal – it is not a toy. In the case of bokken, it should be 
kept is mind that many ancient samurai and even modern sensei have trained with bokken and treated 
them with respect. The bokken should be treated with the same respect given to a metal blade – after all, 
it is being used for the same purpose. 

If these general guidelines are followed, the result will be a more enriching experience of the art, 
and a closer association of the student with the roots of the art. Remember always – the sword is more 
than just a training tool or weapon – it is an extension of the student’s soul. 



Dojo Rules & Etiquette

As a beginner, bear in mind that iaido as practiced in the Zen Bu Kan is a traditional Japanese 
martial art. Therefore, it is very exacting, precise, and at times frustrating. It is often difficult to know 
what is acceptable practice and what is not. This list of rules addresses how one should conduct oneself 
while in the dojo. 

Rules

1. No external jewelry. No watches, bracelets, or bangles should be worn. Wedding rings and non-
flashy rings may be worn as long as they don’t pose a threat of catching or snagging on any part 
of the uniform. Necklaces are okay if they can remain tucked into the gi (top).

2. No gum chewing during class. 
3. No loud or disruptive behavior.
4. No swearing.
5. No abusive or rude actions toward other students. 
6. Uniforms must be neat and clean. Only new students or students with permission from Sensei 

will be allowed to practice without a uniform. 

Etiquette

1. Always bow when entering or leaving the dojo floor. 
2. A formal bow should be given to shomen (front of class) before formal class begins.
3. Don’t be late. If you are late, perform the opening etiquette by yourself before entering the 

practice floor, and wait for Sensei to bow to you to indicate that it is okay to join practice. 
4. During class, students should never interrupt Sensei. When Sensei is finished, students may ask 

respectfully presented questions.
5. Respect every student’s weapon, including bokken. 
6. Always address the Sensei as “Sensei”, never on a first name basis.
7. Do not offer to show the sensei how you do things in another style. It is acceptable to mention 

that you train in another martial art. If Sensei is interested, he will ask you about your art. 
8. If you train in another martial art, overcome the habits from that art while in class. Japanese 

sword arts are more linear than most arts, and it will take dedicated training to be able to switch 
hats from one art to another. This does not mean the you forsake your other art, only that during 
iaido class, you train iaido. 

9. Watch sempai (senior students) and follow along with what they are doing. If they are 
performing actions incorrectly, at least everyone will be doing it wrong the same way and proper 
correction can be made for everyone. 

10. Do not practice techniques while Sensei is giving instruction to the class. 
11. Do not teach other students unless asked by Sensei. This helps Sensei to be aware of each 

student’s skill level and progress them accordingly while maintaining proper instruction.

Additional notes on etiquette
 During class, zanshin (attentiveness) should be maintained at all times. Keep in mind that 

iaido is an art based on actual combat application, and in the past, lack of attentiveness 
could cost one his life. 

 During seiza and cutting practice, the eyes should maintain metsuke (all-encompassing 
gaze) in a manner called “enzan no metsuke” (staring toward a distant mountain). Gaze 
should be directed in front of you, at eye level, at a point in the distance. 



 When sensei is correcting you on technique, he will be your eyes. You should not look to 
see what he is doing to correct; rather, you should feel the correction and adjust 
accordingly. 

 At times, and especially during kata practice, remember what the art represents. 
Techniques and kata should be practiced and performed as if it were a real life situation. 
This is important. Grading decisions often come down to attention to detail and zanshin. 
Also, knowing the bunkai (breakdown) of the kata helps make the kata flow. 



Iaido opening etiquette

Line up in teitō shisei (sword at left side at belt level, thumb on tsuba) appropriately for your rank and 
seniority. The highest ranking, most senior students line up to the left of the junior students. 

Sempai will say “josine”. Cross your right hand over an take your sword to the right side of your body. 
The tsuka should be behind you, cutting edge facing backward, and your right hand should be 
approximately on the kurigata. 

Sempai will say “rei”, at which time you bow to shomen (front of the class). Bow at approximately 30 
degrees with eyes looking forward to show respect. Your sword should not move, and your lower body 
should remain stable as you bow. 

Sensei will turn back to face the class. As a group, switch your sword back to the left hand. 

Sensei will go into seiza. When he is fully settled, Sempai will say “seiza”. Sit in seiza, leading with the 
left leg, then the right. Right hand should rest flat on your thigh. 

Following Sensei’s lead, take your sword and lay it in front of you. As you extend your hands, you left 
hand should be near the kojiri, fingers on top, thumb holding the sageo. Your right hand should be just 
under the tsuba, fingers on the bottom. As you lay the sword on the floor, the tsuka should be on the 
right, with the cutting edge pointing toward the front. 

Sempai will say “mokusō”. This is a brief period of silent meditation. When mokusō is finished, Sempai 
will say “yame”.

Sempai will then say “rei” again or “Tō ni rei” to indicate bowing to the sword. Slide your left hand 
down your thigh to the floor followed by your right. The hands, placed together, should for a triangle. 
Lean forward until your hips begin to rise or until your elbows touch the floor. Your eyes should look at 
the floor between your hands. Hold for a moment, then return to seize by reversing the sliding of your 
hands. The right hand returns first with your left hand following immediately. 

Following Sensei’s lead, perform taitō (putting the sword into the obi). Pick up the sword the same way 
you laid it down, and angle the kojiri toward your obi. Using your left thumb to open the obi, put the 
kojiri into the obi and push the tsuka with your right hand. The sword should go straight in, and you 
should maintain your forward gaze at all times. Once the sword is in place, follow sensei’s lead in 
putting the sageo in place and tie it. 

Sensei will indicate the beginning of class, and everyone will rise together. 



Iaido closing etiquette

Again line up appropriately, this time with your sword in your obi. 

Sensei will go into seiza. When he is fully settled, Sempai will say “seiza”. Assume seiza position with 
both hands flat on your thighs. 

Following Sensei’s lead, perform dattō (removing sword from obi).

Stand the sword in front of you with your right index finger straight, holding the tsuba. Following 
Sensei’s lead, lay the sword in front of you. This time, the tsuka should be on the left, with the cutting 
edge pointing toward you. The blade should be angled slightly with the kojiri end closest to you. 

Sempai will call “rei” or “shomen ni rei” which indicates a bow to Shomen. After rising from the bow, 
Sensei will pull in the right side of his hakama. Students should follow his lead. 

Take your sword in your right hand and gather the sageo. Put the sword to your left hip, then switch it 
over to the right. Lay the sword parallel to your right leg with the tsuka forward and the cutting edge 
toward your body. 

Sempai will say “rei” or “Sensei ni rei” which indicates a bow to Sensei. After rising from the bow, 
Sensei will make any announcements and/or comments that he has for the class. 

Following Sensei’s lead, take the sword in your right hand and switch it back to the left side in taitō 
shisei. Rise, starting with the right foot. 

Sempai will again say “josine”. Perform the bow as before. 

Sensei will turn to face the class. Sempai will again say “rei”. Perform a standing bow toward Sensei. 
With Sempai, say “Dōmo arigato gozaimashita” (thank you very much). Sensei will return the bow and 
say, “Dō itashimashita” (my pleasure/you’re welcome). 

At this point, class is officially over. 



Lineage of Muso Jikiden Eishin-Ryu (無双直伝英信流) iaido

Lineage
1. Hayashizaki Jinsuke Minamoto Shigenobu (1546-1621), Founder
2. Tamiya Heibei Narimasa
3. Nagano Muraku Nyudo
4. Momo Gumbei Mitsushige
5. Arikawa Shozaemon Munetsugu
6. Banno Denemon no Jo Nobusada
7. Hasegawa Mondonosuke Eishin
8. Arai Seitetsu Seishin
9. Hayashi Rokudayu Morimasa
10. Hayashi Yasudaya Seisho (-1776)
11. Oguro Motoemon Kiyokatsu (-1790)

Tanimura-ha
12. Hayashi Masu no Jo Masanari (-1815)
13. Yoda Manzo Takakatsu (-1809)
14. Hayashi Yadayu Masataka (-1823)
15. Tanimura Kame no Jo Takakatsu (-1862)
16. Goto Magobei Masasuke (-1899)
17. Oe Masamichi (1852-1927)

Hogiyama-ha
18. Hogiyama Namio (1891-1935)
19. Fukui Harumasa (1884-1971)
20. Kono Hyakuren (1899-1974)
21. Fukui Torao Seisan (1916-2001)
22. Ikeda Takashi Seiko (1932- )

Shimomura-ha
12. Matsuyoshi Yaemon Hisanari (-1808)
13. Yamakawa Kyuzo Yukio (-1848)
14. Shimomura Moichi Sadamasa (-1878)
15. Hosokawa Yoshiuma (Yoshimasa) (-1923)
16. Nakayama Hakudo (Hiromichi) (1869-1958)

• Founded Muso Shinden Ryu



Brief history of Seitei kata (制定形)

Since 1868, with the abolition of the feudal structure and samurai class, the practice of kendo 
grew in popularity and flourished as a way to preserve the samurai arts. Arts involving the use of the 
katana like kenjutsu an iaido were practiced quietly in secret by former samurai families. With the 
sudden and widespread practice of kendo came the formation of national organizations such as the Zen 
Nihon Kendo Renmei (ZKNR, also called All-Japan Kendo Federation, AJKF), founded in 1952. Such 
organizations helped standardize the art and preserve the true spirit of the art. 

Over time, the laws regarding ownership of and practice with true swords were relaxed, and by 
1966, officials of the AJKF had come to the painful realization that post-war kendo had become more of 
a sport than a true preservation of the samurai art. Post-war exponents of kendo had little or no 
knowledge of the fundamentals and dynamics of using an actual sword. The shinai used in kendo was 
very lightweight and did not require the use of a saya. Moreover, the straight, non-edged shinai allowed 
for many techniques that were not practical or possible with a sword. Feeling that modern kendo was 
failing to preserve the “way of the sword,” the Federation formed a committee consisting of eleven 
experts of high grade in swordsmanship. This committee set out, in 1967, to form a compilation of iaido 
techniques that would best serve to pass on the essence of swordsmanship to modern-day kendo 
practitioners. It was determined that there were five essential methods of using the sword and that seven 
techniques would be needed to demonstrate the stated five methods. 

A subcommittee, consisting of six of the eleven original members, went on to form the original 
Seitei curriculum of seven kata drawing from several of the major traditional sword schools, including 
Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu, Muso Shinden-ryu and Hoki-ryu. The Seitei kata quickly became the most 
widely recognized style of iaido in Japan and the standard by which iaido exponents would begin their 
training. Three more kata were added in 1981 and two more in 2000, increasing the number of Seitei 
iaido kata to the current twelve.

Today, Seitei kata remain the standard by which the majority of iaido exponents begin their 
training and are tested as well as a means for kendo exponents to experience the true nature of the 
sword. 



The Seitei Kata

Number Name Kanji Meaning
Ipponme Mae 前 in front of, to the front

Nihonme Ushiro 後ろ back, behind

Sanbonme Uke nagashi 受け流し receive/catch and flow

Yohonme Tsuka ate 柄当て hilt strike

Gohonme Kesagiri 袈裟切り diagonal cut from the shoulder to hip (“kesa” is a shoulder sash)

Ropponme Morote tsuki 脆手突き two-handed stab

Nanahonme Sanpogiri 三歩切り three step cuts

Happonme Ganmen ate 顔面当て face strike

Kyūhonme Soete tsuki 添え手突き supporting hand stab

Jūhonme Shihogiri 四歩切り four step cuts

Jūipponme Sōgiri 総切り all/total cuts

Jūnihonme Nukiuchi 抜き打ち drawing and cutting in the same stroke (lit: draw strike)



Basic care of the sword

The sword should always be handled with the greatest respect and held in the highest reverence. 
The swordsmen of the modern world will probably never wield a blade in a genuine, life-and-death 
confrontation. Nevertheless, the sword remains an item intimately intertwined with life and death both 
physically and spiritually. One should care for the sword as one cares for one’s soul. Be mindful of it, 
protect it, keep it clean, and never draw it in haste. 

General cleaning
Sit in seiza. The sword should be placed at your right side as in closing etiquette, and the 

cleaning kit should be in front of the right knee. The kit should be open and prepared in such a manner 
that the cleaning tools are ready for use and can easily be handled with one hand. The sageo should be 
firmly tied in place.

Grasping the sword with both hands, position the sword with the kashira aimed at your right 
shoulder and the kojiri aimed to the lower left, cutting edge facing upward. With the right hand on the 
tsuka, near the tsuba, and the left hand on the saya near the kurigata, slowly remove the blade. Apply 
light downward pressure on the mune as you withdraw, keeping light upward pressure with the left 
hand. After the sword is completely drawn, lay the saya to your left side with the koiguchi to the rear. 
Shift the sword to your left hand. 

Using your right hand, pick up the sword cleaning paper, and fold it into two halves across the 
mune. Starting at the base of the blade, wipe upward past the tip in a single stroke. Repeat as necessary 
to remove oils and residues.

Continue to hold the sword in the left hand and use the uchiko to spread powder at intervals 
along the blade. Pick up a piece of paper and wipe the blade free of powder using the same upward 
stroke as before. (Most alloy iaitō blades should not have uchiko powder applied. Ask the manufacturer 
or Sensei if it is appropriate for your blade.)

Take up the small oil cloth and spread a very light coat of oil evenly along the surface of the 
blade (too much oil can be damaging to the wooden saya and even to the blade). Avoid getting oil on the 
habaki (the collar between the base of the blade and the tsuba).

Finally, reverse the method used for unsheathing the sword, and deliberately put the sword back 
into the saya. 

Storage
The most common way to store the sword is horizontally on a display stand, inside the saya, with 

the ha pointing upward. This is generally accepted as being the safest way to store the sword. Some 
sword stands allow the sword to be displayed in an upright position. When storing a sword in this 
position, any excess oil on the blade will gradually pool at the bottom of the sword. Avoid storing a 
sword in a sword bag for prolonged periods, especially after practice. In this environment, oils and sweat 
from the hands will encourage the growth of mold and/or mildew on the tsukaito. Also, avoid storing the 
sword in direct sunlight. 
 



Component Parts of the Japanese Sword

The Japanese sword consists of various component parts that, when properly assembled as a katana, 
serve as the standard instrument for the exponent of iaido. For our purposes here, the sword can be 
broken down into the following categories of parts: the tōshin or mi (blade), the kodōgu (fittings & 
furniture), and the koshirae (fittings & furniture assembled, minus the blade).

The Tang
1. nakago 中心 : body of the tang (lit. center of the heart)
2. nakago-jiri  : butt-end of the nakago
3. mekugi ana 目釘穴: retention-peg hole
4. hitoe  : back edge of nakago
5. ha-machi 刃待合 : notch on the cutting-edge side of blade where the blade meets the tang (lit. 

blade meeting place)
6. mune-machi 刀背待合 : notch on the back side of the blade where the blade meets the tang 



The Blade Section

1. hasaki 刃先 (or ha): cutting edge
2. yakiba 焼き刃 : tempered area
3. hamon 刃文 : temper pattern
4. shinogi 鎬 : longitudinal ridgeline
5. jigane 地金 : blade surface between hamon and shinogi (lit. unprocessed metal)
6. mune 刀背 (or mine): back edge of the blade
7. shinogi-ji 鎬じ: surface between the shinogi and mune
8. kissaki 切っ先 : point section
9. hi  : longitudinal groove
10. yokote 横手 : transverse ridgeline from the mitsukado to ha (lit. horizontal hand)
11. koshinogi 子鎬 : continuation of shinogi beyond yokote

12. mitsukado 三つ角 : point of junction of shinogi, koshinogi, and yokote (lit. three corners) 



13. boushi 鋩子 : tempered part of kissaki, above yokote
14. fukura  : cutting edge of the kissaki
15. monouchi 物打 : area of maximum angular force generated by a blade in motion, approx 15cm 

from the kissaki. (lit. thing for striking)

The Scabbard

saya 鞘 : describes the scabbard as a whole
1. kojiri  : butt-end of scabbard
2. koiguchi 鯉口 : mouth of the scabbard (lit. carp mouth)
3. kurigata  : cord-retention knob, projects from the omote (“outside”) side of the scabbard
4. sageo 下緒 : flat-braided cord attached to kurigata



The Hilt

tsuka 柄: describes the hilt as a whole
tsuka-kashira 柄頭 (or kashira): end cap of the hilt (lit. hilt head)
tsuka-ito 柄糸: flat braid wrapped around hilt (lit. hilt string); the pattern of braid is called tsuka-maki
menuki 目貫 : hilt ornaments under the tsuka-ito, added to enhance grip
mekugi 目釘 : hilt-retention peg
mekugi ana 目釘穴: retention-peg hole
tsuba 鐔 : hand guard, fits between the handle and the blade
seppa  : metal washers, fitted on either side of the tsuba to tighten fit.
habaki  : blade collar, fits snugly over the base of the blade, separated from the tsuba by one seppa



 The swordsman’s uniform

Basic components
Three essential elements make up the swordsman’s uniform. The first is the uwagi (also called gi 

or keikogi), the top. This is essentially a jacket made of a sturdy material with one or two ties in front. 
The second part is the hakama, the bottom. Having the appearance of a pleated skirt, hakama come in a 
variety of materials, colors and patterns. The third element is the obi, the belt. The obi is a wide belt (2-4 
inches) that is worn over the gi but below the hakama to help support the sword during iaido practice. 
(An obi is not required for practicing kendo.)

Color
The standards for iaido uniform color have changed many times over the years, and many color 

options are still available for purchase by an iaido practitioner. Today, however, it is generally accepted 
that the majority of iaido practitioners wear a dark blue gi with a black hakama. Kendo practitioners 
typically wear both dark blue gi and dark blue hakama. Wearing a solid black uniform is usually 
reserved for higher ranking practitioners while solid white is only worn by the highest ranking 
exponents or women. The color of the obi is not indicative of rank and it should be selected to blend in 
with the uniform, not to stand out. 

Wearing the uniform
When putting on the uniform, be sure to attend to every detail, much like the practice of kata. 

You should not haphazardly throw on the uniform in a rush, but take advantage of the time as a mental 
warm up for practice. Be aware of the details. Empty your mind of the daily ruckus and focus your mind 
on the task at hand. 

Your uniform should be neat and clean. Remember that you are practicing the art of the samurai 
and must represent yourself in an appropriate manner. Do not allow excess folds and wrinkles. The gi 
should be neatly tucked under the hakama and the holes at the sides of the hakama should not reveal 
skin or undergarments. The belts and ties should be flat, not twisted. 

After training maintenance
Just as with putting on the uniform, you must be attentive when removing the uniform. Use the 

time as a mental cool down and reflection on the day’s training. The uniform should be neatly folded 
until it can be hung up to dry in a light, airy location (avoid direct sunlight). Once dry, fold the uniform 
neatly and place it in storage until the next practice. 











Testing and Rank

AUSKF and RMKIF membership

The Zen Bu Kan dojo is a part of the All United States Kendo Federation and the Rocky 
Mountain Kendo Iaido Federation. Membership in these organizations is a requirement to train at Zen 
Bu Kan. Federation membership is a prerequisite for rank testing. The federations provide insurance 
coverage for the dojo, and membership also reduces fees at some regional and national seminars. 
Membership fees are due annually in January and amount to about $50 per adult.

Seminars and Testing

The opportunity to attend seminars to test for rank occurs once or twice per year at various 
location throughout the country and occasionally abroad. Because ranks are strictly regulated, no one 
sensei may award rank. It is necessary to attend the available seminars where multiple high-ranking 
sensei will be available to judge the test. The seminars are typically two to four days in length with the 
testing done on the final day. Cost of attending a seminar will vary with location. Seminars are highly 
beneficial and may be attended without testing for rank or entering competition. 

Remember, when you are attending a seminar, you represent your school of swordsmanship as 
well as your sensei. Go to the seminar prepared to learn and train hard. Pay particular attention to detail, 
and maintain a respectful demeanor at all times. Be appreciative of any corrections given to you by 
various instructors. Accept their criticism with an open mind, even if the corrections seem contrary to 
what you have already been taught. Expect some minor changes to the Seitei kata from time to time. 
They are continually refreshed and refined. Remember that adaptability is part of iaido. Be aware that 
you are being observed at all times. You behavior and attitude away from the testing floor may have an 
influence on the results of your exam. In a sense, you are being judged from the moment you appear at a 
seminar. 

Testing Procedure

The kata that are required for iaido examination will vary depending upon the rank for which you 
are testing. Sometimes the exact kata will be announced days in advance. Sometimes they are only prior 
to the test. Lower ranks are typically tested first, several practitioners at a time. 

The judges will be seated at tables facing those who are tested. Lines marked on the floor 
indicate the place where the practitioner will perform the kata. The exponent to be tested will sit in a 
designated place until the judges give the signal that they are ready to begin the exam. The exponent will 
then rise and approach the marked line. With a signal given by the judges, the exponent will perform 
opening etiquette and immediately begin the kata. Kata are performed at the exponents own pace. 
However, there is a maximum amount of time allowed, and extending beyond that time will result in 
failure to gain rank. After the kata, the exponent will perform closing etiquette. (Etiquette at testing 
differs slightly than that for class in that the exponent will rise after the closing bow instead of placing 
the sword on the right.) Then the exponent will perform josine and await dismissal from the judges. A 
final bow is given toward the judges. Then the exponent will walk backward, facing the judges, and turn 
to the right to exit the examination area. 

Testing results

Test results are usually posted shortly after the exam. It is important to remember that even 
thought the attainment of rank is necessary for the preservation of the art, it is not the final determinant 



of a swordsman’s skill level. One who continually struggles to attain even the lowliest of rank in not 
necessarily less of a swordsman than one who attains rank with ease. “Swordsmanship is, after all, not a 
matter of petty technique but of highly developed personal spirituality.” – D. T. Suzuki

Ranking system on Modern Derivations of Feudal Bujutsu

Category Ranks Teaching certificates

DAN
(“step”)

Judan – 10th degree
Hanshi

(“judge”)
Kudan – 9th degree
Hachidan – 8th degree
Shichidan – 7th degree Kyōshi (“teacher”)
Rokudan – 6th degree Renshi (“trainer”)
Godan – 5th degree
Yodan – 4th degree
Sandan – 3rd degree
Nidan – 2nd degree
Shodan – 1st degree

KYU
(“class”)

Ikkyu – 1st class 
Nikyu – 2nd class
Sankyu – 3rd class
Yonkyu – 4th class
Gokyu – 5th class
Rokkyu – 6th class



Glossary

Romaji Kanji Definition Literal translation
Sahō 作法 Etiquette rule of preparation

Reiho 礼法 Method of performing ceremonies/etiquette ceremony method

Seirestu 整列 Line up organize row

Ki o tsuke 気を付け Pay attention, prepare yourself adhere spirit

Seiza 正座 Kneeling position with feet flat to the floor correctly sit

Mokusō 黙想 Meditate silent thought

Yame 止め Stop, halt stop

Shomen ni 正面に Toward the front toward correct face

Sensei ni 先生に Toward the teacher toward teacher

Rei 礼 Bow bow, salute

Tachi 立ち Stand up, standing stand up

Tatehiza 立て膝 Sitting with one knee drawn up stand up knee

Kiza 跪座 Kneeling, with feet up on toes kneel sit

Sonkyo 蹲踞 Formal crouch at the beginning of kendo match squatting crouch
Sagetō Standing with sheathed sword held in left hand
Teitō Holding sword at the left hip
Taitō 帯刀 Putting sword into the obi belt sword

Dattō 脱刀 Removing sword from the obi remove sword

Men o tsuke 面を付け Put on men (facemask) attach mask

Men o tore 面を取れ Take off men (facemask) remove mask

Kōhai 後輩 Junior student behind companion

Sempai 先輩 Senior student ahead companion

Sensei 先生 Teacher has lived ahead

Shihan 師範 Exemplar, master master example
Yudansha Practitioners with dan grades
Mudansha Practitioners with kyū grades (without dan)
Motodachi Defender, teacher side in waza practice
Uchidachi Entering sword. "Attacker" in partner practice
Shidachi Completing sword. Finishes partner practice

Waza 技 Technique skill, ability

Shisei 姿勢 Posture, attitude energetic form

Kamae 構え Posture, stance posture

Jōdan 上段 Stance with sword overhead upper step

Chūdan 中段 Stance with sword pointing ahead, at throat height middle step

Seigan 正眼 Stance with sword pointing ahead, at eye height justice, eye

Gedan 下段 Stance with sword pointing ahead, at knee height lower step

Hassō 八相 Stance with sword held upright, close to side of the face eight directions

Waki 脇構 Stance with sword hidden low behind the body flanking posture

Issoku ittō 一足一刀 One step, one cut one step, one stroke 



Ma-ai 間合い Distance from opponent space fit

Tō no maai 遠の間合い Far distance distant space fit

Chika no maai 近の間合い Close distance near space fit

Nukitsuke 抜き付け Initial drawing cut extract, adhere

Kiritsuke 斬り付け Secondary cut, finishing cut kill, adhere

Kirioroshi 切り下ろし Vertical, downward cut cut down

Yokogiri 横切る Horizontal cut horizontal cut

Furikaburi 振り被る Motion of swinging the sword overhead swing shelter

Tsuki 突き a thrust or stab stab

Chiburi 血振り Ritual snapping of the blade to clean blood from it blood shake

O-chiburi 大血振り Big chiburi motion from overhead big blood shake

Ko-chiburi 小血振り Small chiburi motion directly to the side small blood shake

Yoko-chiburi 横血振り Horizontal chiburi motion (same as ko-chiburi) horiz. blood shake

Noto 納刀 Sheathing the sword store sword

Sayabiki 鞘引 Pulling back of the saya sheath pull

Sayabanare 鞘離れ Final part of draw when the tip leaves the saya sheath separation

Te no uchi 手の内 Proper grip of sword (also: scope of one's power) within the hand(s)

Ashi-sabaki 足捌き Footwork foot, deal with

Suri-ashi 摺足 Sliding steps, shuffling rubbing foot

Okuri-ashi 送り足 Front foot leads, back foot follows, never crossing escorting foot

Ayumi-ashi 歩み足 Crossing step (as in normal walking) walking foot
Tsugi-ashi Back foot steps up to front foot which then steps out
Hiraki-ashi 開き足 Diagonal steps open foot

Fumikomi 踏み込み Fast, lunging step trample/break through

Suburi 素振り practice swinging elementary swing

Jōgeburi 上下振り exaggerated, large-motion swinging up down swing

Hayasuburi 早素振り fast practice swinging fast elementary swing

Chōyaku suburi 跳躍振り jumping/skipping practice swinging hop skip elementary swing

Nanameburi 斜め振り diagonal swinging diagonal swing

Kirikaeshi 切り返し reversing/alternating cuts cut(s) return

Keiko 稽古 Training emphasizing mental attitude think/consider antiquity

Jigeiko 地稽古 Basic training of fundamental Kendō skills ground/base training

Mitorigeiko 見取り稽古 Learning by observing look at-take up training

Gokakugeiko 互角稽古 Practice between Kendōists of equal ability/rank even/equality training

Uchikomi-
geiko

打ち込み

稽古

Practicing attacks toward targets that are choreographed 
or indicated by a training partner

strike mixture practice

Kakarigeiko 掛り稽古
Intense practice using all skills learned without fear of 
counter-attack or evasion.

taxing practice

Shiaigeiko 試合稽古 training in preparation for competition match/bout practice

Embu 演武 demonstration, performance performance of arms



Ki 気 Spirit, mind spirit

Kiai 気合 Shout spirit, fit/join

Ki-ken-tai-ichi 気剣体一 the spirit, sword, and body united spirit sword body one

Seme 攻め Projection of aggressive intent (aggressive spirit) aggressive eye

Zanshin 残心 Follow-through, remaining attentive remainder of heart

Jō-ha-kyū 上波及 increasing exertion, rising intensity up billows exertion

Kihaku 気迫 drive, vigor, motivation to action spiritual urge

Tanden 丹田 point below the navel (a focus point for meditation) rust-colored rice field

Munen 無念 free from obstructive thoughts nil thoughts/feelings

Mushin 無心 free from delusion, void state of mind heart of nothingness

Fudoshin 不動 Steadfastness, firmness non-changing

Heijoshin 平常心 one's presence of mind peaceful normal heart

Suki 隙 Stopping places, things or ideas that prevent growth crevice, discord


